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RESEARCH MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH QUESTION

New ventures operate in increasingly more
uncertain and complex environments ->
ambiguous pressures for conformity, need to
optimize the legitimation efforts (Fisher et al.,
2016; Fisher et al., 2017)
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There is intensified competition among emerging
ventures and between new and established firms->
manifestation of novelty and distinctiveness has
become an integral part of the legitimation process
(Buhra et al., 2021; Fisher et al., 2017; Zhao et al.,
2017)

Conformity Distinctiveness

• Start-up legitimacy calls simultaneously for relevant degrees of deviance and conformity (Rindova et al., 2005)

• Founders are important “legitimacy acquiring agents” (Fisher, 2020, p. 2) for their new ventures ->
appropriate configurations of founders’ strategic actions and practices can allow start-ups to meet conformity
expectations and to signal their creativity and innovativeness potential (Suddaby et al., 2017).

• Founders’ decision-making process and behavior are significantly shaped by their entrepreneurial identity

RQ: How do founders with different types of organizational identification approach 
start-up legitimation?



THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

RQ: How do founders with different types of organizational identification approach start-up legitimation?
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Organizational identification

“a cognitive linking between the definition of the 
organization and the definition of self” (Dutton, 

Dukerich, & Harquail, 1994, p. 242)

instrumental vs intrinsic
(Wagenschwanz & Grimes, 2021)

Legitimation

process of achieving or building legitimacy 
(Überbacher, 2014) 

identity, associative, and organizational 
mechanisms (Fisher et al., 2017)

Conformity-
distinctiveness 

balance?

• According to the prior studies, intrinsic organizational identification can shift the conformity-distinctiveness 
balance in favor of conformity (Madjar et al., 2011; Mazzelli et al., 2018)

• In case of the intrinsic organizational identification the understanding of organizational conformity and 
distinctiveness becomes more subjective and personalized (Michel and Jehn, 2003), emotional responses to 
events prevail (Herrbach, 2006)



METHODOLOGY

• Longitudinal multiple case-study strategy with a sample of 10 cases

• Criteria for start-up selection: (1) age from 0 to 5 years; (2) business incubator resident; (3) high-tech industry; (4) 
with first sales achieved

• The context presented an appropriate setting for the study of how entrepreneurs with different types of 
organizational identification addressed the distinctiveness-conformity dilemma (Buhr et al., 2021).
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Start-up Industry
Year 

Founded
Founders Employees

Alpha Tourism, augmented reality 2013 3 11
Beta IT, real estate 2015 1 4
Gamma IT 2014 3 12
Delta Education, zoo services 2015 2 6
Epsilon Advertising 2015 2 10
Zeta Market research 2016 2 25
Eta IT, art 2013 1 5
Theta IT, healthy lifestyle 2014 2 3
Iota Manufacturing 2016 2 0
Kappa Manufacturing 2013 1 10



DATA
Data collection:

• Semi-structured interview data (three rounds over the January 2017 – October 2018 period);

• Publicly available data (websites of start-ups, professional profiles, web and press articles);

• Internal documents (business plans and reports);

• Quantitative data on start-ups' performance from public sources (Spark-Interfax database)

Data analysis:

• Pattern matching technique (Sinkovics, 2018)

• Main stages:

1) Creation of a chronological narrative of start-up development and identification of the start-up
development stages based on Vogel’s 4-stage model (2017): idea generation, opportunity incubation,
opportunity evaluation, and opportunity exploitation;

2) Analysis of founders’ organizational identification types;

3) Determination of legitimation mechanisms, in which start-ups were engaged through the process of their
development;

4) Cross-case and within-case analysis of variations and exploration of the way organizational
identification effects the legitimation of high-tech start-ups through the balance between organizational
conformity and organizational distinctiveness.
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STAGES OF START-UP DEVELOPMENT
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Start-up

Number of times start-ups went through each stage
Number 

of 
pivots

Idea 
generation

Opportunity 
incubation

Opportunity 
evaluation

Opportunity 
exploitation

Alpha 2 2 2 1 1

Beta 2 2 2 2 1

Gamma 1 1 1 1 0

Delta 1 1 1 1 0

Epsilon 2 2 2 1 1

Zeta 1 1 2 2 1

Eta 1 2 2 2 1

Theta 1 1 1 1 0

Iota 1 1 1 1 0

Kappa 2 3 2 2 2



ORGANIZATIONAL IDENTIFICATION

Organizational 
identification

Start-up founders Exemplary quotes

Intrinsic 
organizational 
identification

Founders of:
Alpha (after the pivot),
Beta (before the pivot),
Eta,
Theta,
Iota,
Kappa (before the 1st pivot)

“When I was trying to lose my wight, I just got an idea […] At first we didn't have any 
commercial motives there. […] Just an idea is born that shows its viability, and then comes the 
understanding that there is an opportunity to earn from it […] We are so sensitive about this 
project, we do not want to post everything on the site [about monetization by means of 
adverts. […] We understand that this project should be more related to business” (Theta)

“But it's already in my blood that the things I do are part of my life” (Kappa)

“I would not sell. This is my project; this is my hobby more” (Eta)

“This is an immersion; it is an incredible experience. We ourselves love the project, so that's 
why” (Alpha)

Instrumental
organizational
identification

Founders of:
Alpha (before the pivot),
Beta (after the pivot), 
Gamma,
Delta,
Epsilon, 
Zeta, 
Kappa (after the 1st pivot)

“I was building a project not just to get paid, but to create a global project”, “If the robot 
does not work, I will close the project, because there is no other way to take this market, 
absolutely” (Beta)

“The life’s work is the life’s work, and business is business […] I can try and not show off, but 
do what I can do” (Gamma)

“[…] we are not going to work further on the aggregator model, due to the fact that it is not 
so promising in terms of income” (Epsilon)

“My position is that […] business is created for the sake of money” (Zeta)
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ORGANIZATIONAL IDENTIFICATION AND 
LEGITIMATION MECHANISMS

• Entrepreneurs with an instrumental organizational identification engage a wide range of 
legitimation mechanisms with a high level of intensity throughout the start-up creation process

• Intrinsic organizational identification is associated with application of the limited scope of 
legitimation mechanisms with rather constrained intensity
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TWO APPROACHES TO ORGANIZATIONAL 
CONFORMITY AND DISTINCTIVENESS
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Approach Conformity Distinctiveness

Affectively 
driven

Conventionality – conformity with social norms and 
values, generally accepted logic of start-up 
development, conventional understanding of an 
operating firm

Organizational mechanisms:
- achieving organizational attributes that are associated with an operating 
firm
- following generally accepted logic of high-tech start-up development 
process

Authenticity – distinctiveness based on values and 
expectations, derived from founder identity

Identity mechanisms:
- making venture identity explicit based on the founder’s vision
- incorporating founder’s values, ideals, experience and knowledge into the 
venture identity
Associative mechanisms:
- attracting investments using the friendship relationships
- within-network developing and testing venture idea and venture product

Cognitively 
driven

Alignment – conformity to customer needs, 
requirements/expectations of resource-holders

Associative mechanisms:
- Embedding in the entrepreneurial community
- Attracting investments using the friendship relationships
Identity mechanisms:
- Estimating value-based connections with potential customers
- Creating an ecosystem with partners
Organizational mechanisms:
- Creating MVP, prototype, first product version
- Structuring business processes, creating clear and transparent procedures 
for further sale of business

Novelty – distinctiveness based on new technologies, 
product/market innovations

Identity mechanisms:
- Searching for analogies to differentiate the product
- Explore tendencies, features of competitive products to frame own product to 
find a balance in conformity and differentiation
Organizational mechanisms:
- Protection of intellectual property rights
- Launching globally, entering foreign markets
Associative mechanisms:
- Participating in TV shows, making public talks to promote augmented reality 
technologies
- Attracting a well-known expert to be a team member



ORGANIZATIONAL IDENTIFICATION AND DYNAMICS 
OF THE START-UP LEGITIMATION PROCESS
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THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTION

• Brings in a more nuanced view of the organizational conformity and organizational distinctiveness concepts, 
suggesting varying approaches to understand them and target

• Reveals that together with resource-based and competition-related motives for either conformity or distinctiveness, 
the balance between these alternatives is also a matter of founders’ understanding of self in relation to their 
emergent ventures

• Contributes to the venture gestation literature, extending the understanding of how pivoting prospects and the 
probability of start-up failure are associated with the type of founders’ organizational identification
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PRACTICAL CONTRIBUTION

• Raises the issue of the biased understanding of the organizational conformity and distinctiveness by founders 
with different types of organizational identification. That might result in legitimation and organizational failures 
because of the inappropriate choice of the legitimation mechanisms

• Reveals the importance of organizational and personal identity work for founders. It is a mechanism through 
which founders can be more flexible and effective in adapting start-ups to varying legitimation judgements of 
external stakeholders while staying committed to and passioned with them

• Extend the discussion on how optimal distinctiveness can be achieved and strongly suggest that high-tech start-
ups need to practice both conformity and distinctiveness modes of legitimation
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

QUESTIONS?
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